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Abstract: The analogy between topological string theory and equivariant cohomol-
ogy for differentiable actions of the circle group on manifolds has been widely re-
marked on. One of our aims in this paper is to make this analogy precise. We show
that topological string theory is the "derived functor" of semi-relative cohomology,
just as equivariant cohomology is the derived functor of basic cohomology. That
homological algebra finds a place in the study of topological string theory should
not surprise the reader, granted that topological string theory is the conformal field
theorist's algebraic topology.

In [7], we have shown that the cohomology of a topological conformal field the-
ory carries the structure of a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (actually, two commuting
such structures, corresponding to the two chiral sectors of the theory). In the second
part of this paper, we describe the analogous algebraic structure on the equivariant
cohomology of a topological conformal field theory: we call this structure a gravity
algebra. This algebraic structure is a certain generalization of a Lie algebra, and is
distinguished by the fact that it has an infinite sequence of independent operations
{#1,..., αfc}, k > 2, satisfying quadratic relations generalizing the Jacobi rule. (The
operad underlying the category of gravity algebras has been studied independently
by Ginzburg-Kapranov [9].)
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1. Equi variant cohomology

Equivariant cohomology for differentiable circle actions was developed by A. Borel
and H. Cartan around 1950. (See Atiyah-Bott [2] for references.) It is a con-
travariant functor from the category of manifolds with differentiable circle actions
to graded vector spaces M H^ H^(M\ characterized by the following properties.

(1) (Normalization) If the circle action on M is free, then H^(M)^H9(M/Sl).
(2) (Homotopy invariance) If f'.M\ — » MI is an equi variant map inducing a

homotopy equivalence, then f.H'^Mi) — > H^(M\} is an isomorphism.
(3) (Meyer-Vietoris) If M = U U V9 where £7 and V are invariant open sub-

manifolds of M, there is a long exact sequence

---- > ni~\υ n v) -> #;,(M) -> /£ι(E/) Θ flJCK) -> flj(t/ n K) ->

The example of the sphere

S00 = {(Zό,z,,...)eC00||zo|2 + hi2 + ••• = !}

is fundamental. The circle acts freely, by sending (z0,zι,...) to (elθZQ,
elθz\ ,...), and has quotient <CP°°. But 5°° is contractible, showing that the equiv-
ariant cohomology of a point

#*!(*) ̂  //'((DP00) ̂  C[Ω]

is isomorphic to a polynomial algebra in a variable Ω of degree 2.
Homotopy invariance shows that if V is any linear representation of the circle

group, then

As another example, consider the rotation action of the circle on the two-sphere
S2. Using the standard cover of S2 by U = S2\{oo} and V = S2\{0}, we see that
the Meyer-Veitoris long exact sequence splits into exact sequences

0 -» #°ι(S2) -» #°ι(E7) θ#Jι(F) -> /φ(C7 n F) -* ̂ (t/ Π K) -̂  0

and for z > 2,Hί

sl(S2) ^ H*sl(U) ® H*sl(V). It follows that

There is a de Rham-type construction of equivariant cohomology, due to H.
Cartan. If T is the vector field generating the circle action, let

ϊ(Γ):Ω (M)->Ω "1(Af)

be contraction by Γ, and let £(Γ) = (W, ι(Γ)] be the Lie derivative with respect to
T. Let Ω*(M)basϊc be the basic subcomplex of Ω*(M), on which £(Γ) and ι(Γ)
vanish. One might naively imagine that the equivariant cohomology of M is the
cohomology of the basic complex Ω*(M ). However, this is incorrect, since the
resulting theory does not satisfy the Meyer-Vietoris axiom. Indeed, taking the basic
subcomplex is not an exact functor: it does not preserve exact sequences.

This is precisely the situation for which homological algebra was developed.
One replaces the basic subcomplex by its "derived" analogue, which is the complex
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> Ω*(M) .

Here, W(fy is the Weil complex of the Lie algebra ί) of the circle group. Explicitly, it
is a free graded commutative algebra on two generators ω and Ω, of degree 1 and 2
respectively, with differential δ the unique derivation such that δω — Ω and <5Ω = 0.
The Weil complex is contractible, with contracting homotopy

/zΩ" = nωW1 and hωtΐ1 = 0.

Thus, the inclusion (Ω*(M),d) — »• (^F(ί)) 0 Ω*(M),<5 + d ) of complexes induces an
isomorphism of cohomology.

Let i be the unique derivation on W(ί)) such that lω = 1 and zΩ = 0.
Then the operator i + ι(Γ) on FΓ(ϊ))®Ω (Af) is exact; the effect is just as if
we had replaced M by S°° x M, on which the circle acts freely. This shows that
the equivariant cohomology of M is the cohomology of the basic subcomplex of
W (ϊ))®Ω (Af), on which z + ι(T) and £(Γ) vanish.

Let us make the basic subcomplex more explicit. The kernel of i + ι(Γ) equals

{α(Ω) - ω(z(7>(Ω))|α e Ω*(M)[Ω]} .

The differential of such an element equals

(δ + rf)(α(Ω) - ω(z(Γ)α(Ω))) - (1 - ωι(Γ))(d - Ωz(Γ))α(Ω) + ω£(Γ)α(Ω) .

Thus, the basic subcomplex may be identified with the space of polynomials in Ω,
with coefficients in

Ω*(M)(0) = {α G Ωφ(Af )|£(Γ)α = 0} ,

and with differential d — Ωι(Γ). This is H. Cartan's complex.
Observe that the equivariant cohomology may be defined on any complex £

with operators z: 8* -> 8 *~l and £: £• -> S* such that [d, i] = C and ι2 = 0. The
invariant subcomplex £(0) is the kernel of £, the basic subcomplex £basίc is the
intersection of the kernels of i and £, while the equivariant cohomology #£ι(£) of
£ is the cohomology of the differential d — Ωz on 5(0 )[Ω]. The following lemma
shows that the cohomology of the Cartan complex satisfies the normalization axiom
of equivariant cohomology.

Lemma 1.1. If the action of i is exact and the action of £ is semisimple (S splits
into a sum of eigenspaces of £,), then the inclusion of complexes

induces an isomorphism on cohomology.

Proof. For k > 0, let Ω~k be the operator on £(0)[Ω],

Ω- V + Ω0"+2 + ΩV+4 + ...) = (an+2k + ϊlan+2(k+^ +

Since i is exact, there is an operator h:€* — » 5*+1 such that [z, h] — 1; since the
action of £ is semisimple, we may suppose that h commutes with £, and hence
preserves £(0). For k > 0, let /4 be the operator £(0)[Ω]

Hk = Ω~k-lh[d, h]k.
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Since [ i , [d, h]] = 0, we see that

[d - Ωι,Hk] = tt~k-l[d, h]k+l - Ω-*[d, h]k - (1 - flfί-l)Sϊ'kιh[d9 h]k,

where of course 1 — ΩΩ"1 is the projection from £(0)[Ω] onto £(0) given by
extracting the constant term.

The operator H — Y^Q(—l)kHk is well defined, since for any v e 8,Ω~~kv = 0
for k sufficiently large. It follows that

oo

[d - Ωι,#] - (1 - ΩΩ-1) Σ(-l)*Ω-*ϊΛ[έ/, h]k - 1 ,

and thus that H defines a homotopy contraction to the image of (1 — ΩΩ"1)^,
which is nothing other than the basic subcomplex £ basic- Π

For any C[Ω]-module W9 there is a variant H^(M9W) of equivariant coho-
mology, the cohomology of the complex Ω*(M) <g) W with difTerential d — Ωι(Γ).
This satisfies a universal coefficient sequence

0 -* H*sl(M) <g>C[Ω] W -> H ^M', W) -> T o r Γ M ) , »F) ̂  0 .

An important example is the periodic equivariant cohomology Ωl~
lH*l(M), defined

by taking as coefficients the C[Ω]-module CfXΩ"1)) of Laurent series in Ω"1; this
theory may be thought of as the "torsion-free" part of H*λ(M). Another example

is the theory G^(M) of Jones [10], with coefficients CCCΩ-^VΩCfΩ]. There is a
long exact sequence

induced by the short-exact sequence of C[Ω] -modules

0 -> Ω(C[Ω] -̂  CίίΩ"1)) -> CίίΩ-^VΩCfΩ] -̂  0 .

This sequence may be compared to the Bockstein long exact sequence

. . . -> H*-l(X, Q/Z) -> //Z(X, Z) -> '̂(AΓ, Q) -> //z(^, Q/Z) -> . . .

of ordinary cohomology, induced by the short-exact sequence of Z-modules (abelian
groups) 0 -> 7L -> Q -* Q^ /Z -> 0.

2. The Semi-Infinite Weil Complex of the Virasoro Algebra

Recall the definition of the N = 2 superconformal Virasoro algebra. This is the one-
parameter family of graded Lie algebras g[s]9 where s G R, with bosonic fields
L(z) and J(z) of spin 2 and 1, and fermionic fields G±(z) of spin |=FS, satisfying
the operator product expansions
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2 / (z - w)4 (z - w)2 z - w

3 λ G±(wμw dG±(w)dw

' v '2 ' V (z - w)2

_
(z - w)3 (z - w)2 z - w

(z - w)z

, G±(z) G^w) - 0 .
z — w

Here, d is a real number, called the central charge. Note that the fields L(z) and /(z)
generate respectively a Virasoro algebra and a U( 1) current algebra. When we write
(z — w)"1 in the operator product expansion, we are following the conventions
of the physicists: more properly, (z — w)"1 should be understood to represent the
one-form -j^.

If A(z) and B(z} are fields of conformal dimension a and b respectively, with
operator product

A(z) B(w)~ Σ-
k (z — w)'"

where (A(k)B)(z) is a field of conformal dimension a -4- b — k, the graded commu-
tators of the Fourier modes of A and B are given by the formula

k>\

Expanding the fields of the N = 2 superconformal algebra in Fourier modes

oo ί dz\ °° dz
L(Z)= E LnZ~" - , J(Z)= Σ JnZ'"-,

00

<?±(z)= Σ

we obtain the explicit graded commutation relations
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[Ln,Lm] = (n - m)Ln+m + - 2sΛ dn(n2 - l)δ°n+m,

n+m

For k £ Z, there is an isomorphism between g[s] and g[s + k], the twisting map
of Witten and Eguchi-Yang, which replaces L(z) by L(z) — kdJ(z). This has the
following effect on the modes:

ι*Ln=Ln+k(n+l)Jn9 τkG± = G±±k, τkJn=Jn.

A similar map, with k G TL -f \ defines an isomorphism between Q[S] and a
Neveu-Schwartz analogue of Q[S -f &].

We will be interested in the case 5- = ^, the topological Virasoro algebra, (Note
that this is the same as the untwisted Neveu-Schwartz N = 2 Virasoro algebra
g[0].) In this case, the currents G!±(z) have spin 1 and 2, and the Virasoro current
L(z) is anomaly-free. The topological Virasoro algebra g[^] is isomorphic to

9 [~~^L by me replacement of the field L(z) by L(z) + dJ(z).
For the purposes of this paper, a topological Virasoro module is a graded module

8 for the topological Virasoro algebra which satisfies three additional conditions.
(1) The eigenvalues of the operators JQ and LQ are integers.
(2) The eigenspace (Z,0, JQ) = (h, q) is finite dimensional for all h and q.
(3) For any vector i G £, the subspace of E obtained by acting on v by the

universal enveloping algebra of n= span {£„, G^,Jn\n > 0} is finite-dimensional.

These hypotheses allow us among other things to manipulate infinite sums meaning-
fully; they are the analogues for the topological Virasoro algebra of the category O
of a simple Lie algebra introduced by Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand.

A topological Virasoro module £ is, in particular, a complex, graded by the
operator J0> with differential Gj, the BRST operator. This chain complex E carries
the same structure as the differential forms on a manifold with circle action: the
analogue of the Lie derivative is LQ, while the analogue of ι(T) is G^~. The ί)-basic

. subcomplex of E is the subspace

£basic = {ve £\LoV = G~V = 0} ,

while the invariant subcomplex is 8(0) = {ve S\LQv= 0}. We will prove that
the space of physical states of the associated topological string theory may be
identified with the equivariant cohomology H*{(S) of £, with differential G "̂ —

ΩG^, where Ω may be identified with the zero mode of the bosonic ghost 7.
We can now define the analogue of the Weil complex in the setting of topo-

logical Virasoro modules, studied by Feigin and Frenkel [5] under the name of
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the semi-infinite Weil complex. Introduce the fermionic oscillators {&„, cn\n e Z},
with commutation relations [bn, c

m] = δ%, and bosonic oscillators {/?„, yn\n G Z},
with commutation relations [/?„, γm] = δ™.

For each integer p G Zζ, we define the semi-infinite Weil complex W[p\ to be
the representation of this algebra with vacuum | p) characterized by

bn\p)=βn\p)=0, ">P,

cn\P)=yn\p)=V, n<p.

The integer p is called the picture of the semi-infinite Weil complex. These repre-
sentations are inequivalent for different values of p. (Note that our p corresponds to
1 — p in the notation of Feigin-Frenkel.) To be more precise, W[ p] is the tensor
product of the free graded commutative algebra in generators {cn, yn\n > p} with
the dual of the free graded commutative algebra in generators {cn, yn\n < p}.

The fields of the semi-infinite Weil complex have the mode expansions

l °° / <J7\2

, **)= Σ **-"(- ) .
«— — oo \ / n=—oo \ z /

l °° / 2

, β(z)= Σ -̂"
00

with operator products

z — w

while φ) c(w) - b(z) b(w) - γ(z) γ(w) - )8(z) β(w) - 0 .
From these operator products, it follows that normal ordering of a monomial

:...: in generators {&„, cn, βn, y
n} is defined by moving all operators bn and βn

to the left if n < — 1 and to the right if n > -1, paying attention to the sign
convention in exchanging two fermionic operators. These odd conventions come
about because the mode bn of a free field of spin 2 corresponds to the mode
bn+\ of a free field of spin 1. Alternatively, we could choose the usual normal
ordering convention, but modify the operator products b(z) c(w) and β(z) y(w\
as in Feigin-Frenkel [5].

Theorem 2.1. The semi-infinite Weil complex W[p] is a topologίcal Vίrasoro
module with central charge —3, with action given by the fields

ΊL(z) = 2dc(z)b(z) + c(z)db(z) + 2dy(z)β(z) + γ(z)dβ(z) ,

<B+(z) = γ(z)b(z) ,

G-(z) - b(z) + 2dc(z)β(z) +

The zero-modes act on the vacuum \p) by the formulas $Q\P) = — (p -f 1)|/?) and

The theorem may be proved either by means of the operator product expansion,
or directly by expanding the fields in modes:
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1L« = Σ(ί - «)(: c'bi+n: +• fβi+n ) ,

Σ(« -

Since the operators are all quadratic in the oscillators, it suffices to check that the
Poisson brackets of the associated classical observables are as they should be (which
we leave to the reader), and then check the commutation relations on the vacuum
\p). We now use the fact that Sn\p) — 0 for n > 0, while

i=p

Similar formulas hold for the other operators. It follows that for n > 0,

ι=p

Similarly,

p+n-l

(i-2n)ci-nβiγ
ibi-n\p)

i=p

= Σ
i=p

The commutators [1LW, J_n]|/?) and [1LW, 1L_Λ]|/?) are calculated in the same way.
In particular, the Virasoro algebra spanned by the operators ΊLn has vanishing central
charge, since the contributions of the b — c and β — y fields cancel: the first has
c = —26, while the second has c = 26.

If S is an auxiliary topological Virasoro module £ with central charge d (called
topological matter), the tensor product W [p] ®E is a topological Virasoro module
with central charge d — 3, with action given by the sum of the two actions on
W[p] and 8 . Following Eguchi et al. [4], this structure of a topological Virasoro
module on W[p] 0 8 will be referred to as the matter picture; the total fields will
be denoted Htot(Z), G^z) and JtotOO

Denote by K the operator on W[p\ 0 £, introduced by Eguchi et al. [4],

K = Res(φ)flφ)0(z) + φ)G"(z))

Here, Res denotes the residue at z = 0, while G~(z) is the field which represents
the action of the modes G~ of g[^] on E. The analogue of this formula for the
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Weil complex of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra appears to be folklore among
topologists, although we have found no explicit reference.

By the assumptions of the module £ , the operator K is locally finite: that is,
given a vector \v) e W[p] ® ^K^v) = 0 for i > 0. The exponential U =
is well-defined, commutes with ILtot(z) and $ioi(z\ and

E/G+ (z)I/-1 - φ)Sφ)6(z) + c(z)(2dy(z)β(z) + y

4- y(z)(ft(z) - G-(z)) - 3(φ)Jtot(z)) + ~δ2φ) + G+(z) ,

We call this structure of a topological Virasoro module on W[ p] ® ε the string
picture, since the differential ί/(tfjjt)ot/~1is the usual BRST differential of the
semi-infinite cohomology in the tensor product of 8 and the Fock space of the fields
β(z) and y(z) (the total derivative terms proportional to 3(φ)JΓtot(z)) and δ2φ) do
not contribute to the zero-mode, since the field UG^U'1 has conformal dimension
1 ). The existence of the operator U shows that the matter and string pictures are
isomorphic. The formula

= Σ Σ (i

shows that the operator U leaves the vacuum | p) invariant if p > — 1 .
We will now calculate the space of physical states of topological string theory,

that is, the cohomology of the basic sub-complex (FΓ[//| ® £)basΐc with differential
(<G(+O,)O.
Theorem 2.2. There are natural identifications

Proof. For i > /?, the operator [<GJ ,£'/?/] = clbi -f //?7 acting on W[p] has positive
spectrum, with kernel the set of vectors \v) such that 6/ t>) = βi\v) = 0, while
for / < /?, it has negative spectrum, with kernel the set of vectors \v) such that
c*\v) = f \ v ) = 0. Let X be the function

i > p and i φ 0 ,
A f ( / ) = { -U « < P and ί φ O ,

The operator

H = Σ MYβi
z φ O

commutes with JL0, dj^",^o and G^1, and [<GQ", H] is positive; denote by V its
kernel. Thus, H furnishes a chain homotopy between (W[p] 0 £)basic and Vbasϊc The
vector space V may be describe explicitly as follows:

(p < 0) V may be thought of as the Weil complex of the circle tensored with
ε, by associating to Ω" the vector (γQ)n\p), and to ωΩw the vector c°(y°)")/?).

(/> > 0) V may be thought of as the dual of the Weil complex of the circle
tensored with ε, by associating to Ω~w the vector bς,β^\p}, and to ωΩ~" the
vector j8g |p>.
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Let us concentrate on the case p < 0. The cohomology of Vbasic when p > 0
may be calculated in much the same way: it equals G^(E ). The differential (fljt~<>t)o
on V is given by the formula

(<&t+ot)o(/(y°) + c°g(γ°)) = (G0

+/(y°) + cVΛ) - c°G0W),

where /, g £ £[y°] are polynomials in 7°. The basic subcomplex of V equals

0-

and has differential

(<Gt

+ot)o(/(Λ - c°G0-/(

This is just the complex (£(0)[y°], G+ - yQG^) defining H^(8). D

3. Application to Topological String Theory

Let 8 be the space of states of a topological conformal field theory. Owing to the
presence of both chiral and anti-chiral sectors, 8 is acted on by two commuting topo-

logical Virasoro algebras {L(z\ G±(z),J(z)} and {L(z\ G (z),J(£)}, each with its
own semi-infinite Weil complex W[p] and W[p]. Define the basic subcomplex of

W[p\ <8> W[p\ 0 ε to be the intersection of the kernels of LQ — LQ and GQ~ — G0 .
The results of the last section extend immediately to this setting, proving that for
p < 0, the cohomology of the basic subcomplex (W[p\® W[p\ ® £)basΐc is the
cohomology of the complex

(£(0)[Ω],(G+ + G0

+) - Ω(G~ - GO")) ,

where £(0) = {v G 8\L$v = LQV}. The operator Ω may be identified with

\ (70 — Vo)» as ^s seen ^y me formula

y0G0- + y0Go" = -

If S is the space of states of a topological conformal field theory, there is a vector
|0) G 89 the vacuum, which is invariant under the action of the Lie algebra sl(2, <C)
spanned by {Lι,Z,o,L_ι,ϊι,Zo>£-ι}; this vector represents the functional integral
over a disk. The tensor product W[ p] (8) W[ p] 0 ε then has vacuum | p) (g) | p) (g) |0)
in
the physical picture, this vacuum must be invariant under sl(2, ), in other words,
the vector \p) should be preserved by the operators {lLι,lLo,]L_ι}. This singles out
the (— l)-picture as the physical one, by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. p = — 1 is the unique value of p for which \p) is annihilated by the
Lie algebra sl(2) generated by {ILι,lLo,IL_ι} acting on W[p],

Proof. For any picture, we have ΊL\\p) =ΊLo\p) — 0, while in the expression
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the terms with i = 1 vanish if and only if p = — 1. D
For more on the physical significance of pictures, see Friedan-Martinec-Shenker

[6].
The space of physical states of topological string theory in the string picture is

the cohomology of the complex of vectors v) £ W\— 1] 0 W[— 1] ® £ such that

(Xtot - ILtoOob) = (*o - bQ)\v) = 0 ,

with differential U((G^t)QU~l. We may also describe topological string theory in
the matter picture, by the complex

(W[-\] ® W[-l] ® £)basιc = {\v) I (lLtot - ]Ut)o|ι>> - (Gtot - <&tόt)oH = 0} ,

with differential ((Djt -f <Gtot)o As emphasized by Dijkgraaf, and by Eguchi et al.
[4], the non-triviality of the interaction between gravity and matter in a topological

string theory is reflected in the matter picture by the condition (<Bt~t — <Dtot)o|tf) = 0
defining the complex (W[-l] <g> W[-l] <S> £)basic

In summary, we have the following definition.

Definition 3.2. The state space of a topological string theory is the semi-infinite
Weil complex W[—l] ® W\— 1] ® £, where E is the space of states of a topological
conformal field theory. The space of physical states of the topological string theory
is the cohomology of the basic complex (W[—\] 0 W[— 1] (£)£)basic

We see from the last section that there is a natural isomorphism between the space
of physical states of the topological string theory and //^(έ*). In particular, Lemma

1.1 shows that if the action of GQ - G0 on 8 has vanishing cohomology, then
//^(f) is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of the total BRST differential

GQ + GO on 8basic- In the context of topological string theory, this is known as the
semi-relative cohomology. In the language of homological algebra, we might say
that "topological string theory is the derived functor of semi-relative cohomology."
This explains the difficulty which theoretical physicists have had in pinning down
a definition of topological string theory: in homological algebra, one resolution is
as good as another.

For a topological conformal field theory obtained by twisting a unitary N = 2
superconformal field theory, the operators GQ and GQ~ vanish on f (0). Indeed, 8

has an inner product with respect to which G+ = (GIrt)*, and thus for v G £,

This is consistent with Witten's result (Sect. 4 of [11]), that for the associated topo-
logical string theory, there is an isomorphism between the space of physical states
and 7i[Ω], where H is the cohomology of 8 with respect to G^: his descendents

<fk(Φ\ where φ e H and k > 0, may be identified with our homology classes Ω^φ.
A very different class of topological Virasoro modules may be obtained by a

construction of Bershadsky-Lerche-Nemeschansky-Warner [3]. The following re-
formulation of their construction owes much to conversations with G. Moore.

The Virasoro algebra consists of vector fields on the circle. It is equally natural
to consider the Lie algebra of first-order differential operators on the circle: to the
differential operators a(z)S + b(z) is associated the operator given by the residue
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Res(Xz)/(z) + &(z)y(z)), where /(z) and y(z) are fields of conformal dimension 2
and 1. Let F be a projective module over the Atiyah algebra for which the fields
/(z) and y(z) have operator products

,
(z-w)3 (z-w)2 z - w

3.
(z - w)z

Theorem 3.3. Γ/ze tensor product £ of T with thefermionic Fock space generated
by fields b(z) and c(z) carries an action of the twisted topological Virasoro g[— ^]
with central charge d, given by fields

G+(z) =

G-(z) -

On performing the twist which replaces L(z) by L(z) + dJ(z), we obtain
a topological Virasoro module, whose differential

G+ = Res(φ)3φ)ft(z) + φ)(/(z) + a^z)))

is the BRST operator associated to the Virasoro module with Virasoro action /(z) +
δy(z); this Virasoro module has central charge c = 26. The action of the operator
dj^ is exact (by the formula [dj^co] = 1), so the equi variant cohomology of this
topological Virasoro module is naturally isomorphic to its basic cohomology, in
other words the semi-relative cohomology.

An example is furnished by D = 2 string theory, in which we have two scalar
fields φ\(z) and φ2(z)9 with

/(z) - —dφiWdφύz) - l-dφ2(z)dφ2(z) + V2(d2φ,(z) + ίd2φ2(z))

and y(z) = —iV2dφ2(z). In this example, d = 3, so the associated topological
Virasoro module W[— 1] ® £ has vanishing central charge.

4. Gravity algebras

In this section, we study the algebraic structure induced on the equivariant coho-
mology of a topological conformal field theory by the functional integrals of the
theory. This algebraic structure is not the same as that induced by the correlation
functions of topological gravity, in which the functional integrals are integrated over
the fundamental class of the compactified moduli space ΛΊo,Λ; our algebraic struc-
ture is obtained by integrating over cycles supported in the interior M^n. However,
the work of Ginzburg-Kapranov [9] reveals a clear relationship between these two
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algebraic structures, analogous to the duality between the Lie and commutative oper-
ads, which we expect will lead to a clearer understanding of the algebraic structures
underlying topological gravity and string field theory.

Whereas in the previous sections, we have graded our complexes in the coho-
mological fashion, in this section we reverse conventions. To transfer between the
homological and cohomological gradings of a complex, one simply applies the rule
Vi = V'1.

The operad which governs topological string theory may be most easily con-
structed in the context of operads in the symmetric monoidal category of mixed
complexes.

Definition 4.1. A mixed complex is a graded vector space V99 together with opera-
tors δ: V.-+V.-+ K._ι and Δ: V. -> F.+i, such that δ2 = <5Δ + Δδ = Δ2 = 0.

Mixed complexes model the homotopy theory of topological spaces with a circle
action: the singular chain complex of such a space is a module over the Hopf
algebra H9(Sl). In particular, the homology of a space with circle action is a mixed
complex, with vanishing δ. We will use the notation ΣV for the suspension of a
graded vector space, for which (ΣV)i = F/_ι

The category of mixed complexes is a symmetric monoidal category, with tensor
product

(V <8> W,δ ® 1 + 1 0 <5,Δ <8> 1 + 1 <8> Δ) .

The &th tensor power of a mixed complex V is denoted V^k\ (All tensor products
in this article will be graded tensor products: for example,

ΔO 0 w) = Δt; 0 w + (-l)\υ\υ ® Δw .)

An operad on the category of mixed complexes is a sequence b(k),k > 0, of
mixed complexes on which the symmetric group §# acts, together with the structure
of a triple on the functor

oo

V h-> T(b, V) = Σ b(*) ®s, V(k}

k=Q

from the category of mixed complexes to itself. An algebra over an operad b is a
mixed complex A, together with maps of mixed complexes

inducing a structure map p:T(b,^4) — > A which makes of A an algebra over T(b).
For a more detailed discussion of operads and their algebras, see Getzler- Jones [8].

Let D denote the closed unit disk of , Let C(k) be the space of all maps

such that each map d(ί): D — > D is affine, that is, of the form z \—> az + b with
a > 0 and b complex, and such that the maps d(i) have disjoint images. It is clear
that the symmetric group S^ acts freely on C(k). The circle group Sl acts on C(k)
through its conjugation action on the affine group, which send az + b to az + elθb.

If C is an operad in the category of spaces with circle action, we obtain an
operad in the category of mixed complexes by setting
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(This is a mixed complex whose differential vanishes.) If C is the little discs operad,
the resulting operad in the category of mixed complexes is called the Batalin-
Vilkovisky operad, and denoted b. This operad has as its underlying linear operad
the braid operad b of [7], and thus differs from the Batalin-Vilkovisky operad bv
of that reference, which was an operad in the category of chain complexes, and
not of mixed complexes. However, the categories of algebras of these two Batalin-
Vilkovisky operads are identical. The following theorem is proved in Getzler [7].

Theorem 4.2. A Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra is a mixed complex with the structure
of a graded commutative algebra, such that δ is a derivation while

Δ(abc) = Δ(ab)c + (-l)

- (Δa)bc - (-l

The equivariant homology of a space M with free circle action may be identified
with the kernel of the operator Δ acting on its ordinary homology, or in other words
with the suspension ΣH,(M/Sl) of the ordinary homology of its quotient by the
circle action. This is consistent with the universal coefficient theorem for equivariant
cohomology:

0 -> ΣΈxtl

cm(H?(M)9 [Ω]) -> H^(M) - Ext^/^V), [Ω]) -+ 0 .

Indeed, when the circle action on M is free, the equivariant homology H% (M) is
a torsion-module, so that

If b is an operad in the category of mixed complexes, then

m = ker(Δ: b -* b)

is a linear operad. In the special case that b(&) = H9(C(k))9 where C is an equiv-
ariant operad such that the action of the circle on C(k) is free, we see that

m(t) ̂  H?(C(k)) ^ ΣH.(C(k)/Sl) .

Now, in the special case that C is the little discs operad, the quotient of C(k) by
the circle action is homotopy equivalent to the moduli space .Mo,£+i of genus zero
curves with k+l marked points, so we see that

We will call the operad m the gravity operad; an algebra over it will be called a
gravity algebra.

The following result makes explicit the action of Δ on b.

Proposition 4.3. The dual b(&)* of the graded vector space b(k) is the graded
commutative ring with generators ω/y, 1 < iή= j < k, of degree 7, and relations

(1) ωβ = ωij9 and
(2) COijCOjk + COjkCQki + COftCOij = 0.
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The symmetric group §# acts on b(&)* by π ωz 7 = ωπ(/)π(y ). The operator Δ is
the adjoint of the derivation which sends the generator ωI7 to 1.

Proof. All of this except the action of Δ is due to Arnold [1], and is proved by a
simple induction on k. The action of Δ is easily understood by observing that the
maps Uij are S^-equi variant, and that Δ sends ωu G bv(2)* to 1 G bv(2)*. D

The homology class in b(2) dual to 1 represents the product in a Batalin-Vilkovisky
algebra, while the class dual to ω\2 represents the bracket

It is amusing to check explicitly that the action of Δ is compatible with the
relations in b(£)*:

Δ(ωijωjk + cojkCOti + ω&ωz7) = (ωjk - ω//) + (ωki - ωjk) + (ω// - ωki) = 0 .

Next, we derive a presentation of the operad m. The degree 1 subspace
is one-dimensional for each k>2, and is spanned by the operation

This operation is clearly symmetric in αz and for k = 2 is related to the Lie bracket
in bv(2) by the formula {a\9a2} = (-I) | f l l l[αι,α2].

Lemma 4.4. The operation {a\,...,ak} is given by the explicit formula

{al9...,ak}= Σ (-\ϊ(ij}{ai,aj}al...άi...άj...ak,
\<ί<j<k

where ε(i, j) = (\aι\ + - - + K-i|)|a/| + ( | f l ι | + + | f l / - i | ) | f l / 4- | f l i | | f ly | .

Proof. It is immediate from the definition of the bracket [α, b] that

/=!

Applying the Poisson rule, we see that this equals

£ (-l)M+'''+M«M-1*^
\<i<j<k

A little manipulation of signs yields the lemma. D

Theorem 4.5. The operations {a\,...,ak} generate the gravity operad m, and all
relations among them follow from the (generalized) Jacob i relations

Σ (-I)*l'j){{ai9aj}9aι,...,άi9...9άj9...9ak9bι9...9bs}
\<ί<j<k

={{a\9...9ak},b\9...9bt} ,

where the right-hand side is interpreted as zero if £ = 0.

Proof. Since the action of Δ on b(&) has vanishing cohomology, we may identify
m(fc) with the image of Δ: b(£) —> b(λ). The generalized Jacobi relation follows by
applying Δ to the equation in b(£ + /),
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{a\,...9ak}b\ ...b; = ]Γ) (-l)ε('J){tf;,αy }αι . . . α / . . . ά j ...akb\ . . .&/ ,
1</<7<A:

which follows from Lemma 4.4.
The fc-linear operations of degree k—\ on a gravity algebra are generated by

the operation {a,b}, with the generalized Jacobi relation with k — 3 and / = 0 as
the only relation:

{{aι,a2},a3} + (-l)MM+M}{{a2,a3},aι} + (-I)l"3l(l«ιl+M){{ f l3>f l l} j f l2} = 0 .

For this reason, we call such an operation a Lie monomial.
The free operad Tb(2) generated by b(2) consists of all words in a graded com-

mutative product of degree zero, and a bracket of degree one, with no conditions
of associativity, Jacobi relations or Poisson relation imposed. We say that a word
in TΓb(2) is normalized if it is a product of Lie monomials. Since b is generated by
b(2), there is a map of operads from ΊΓb(2) to b, obtained by imposing quadratic
relations on b(2); this map is surjective when restricted to the normalized words.
The result of applying Δ to a normalized word and taking its images in b is a word
of the form {/>!,..., pf}, where /?,- are Lie monomials; this follows from the fact
that Δ annihilates Lie monomials in b. Thus, the operations {# !,...,#&} generate
m.

It remains to show that there are no further relations than the generalized Jacobi
relations. Let n be the operad obtained by imposing on the generators of m all of
the generalized Jacobi rules except those with k > 3 and t — 0. As vector spaces,
n/(A:) and b/_ι(A:) are isomorphic. The generalized Jacobi relations for k > 3 and
f — 0 impose an additional dim(m/_ι(&)) relations on the ^-linear expressions of de-
gree i in the operations {a\9. . .,##}; since dim(bj(fc)) = dim(m/(A;)) -f- dim(mz _ι(A:)),
this completes the proof of the theorem. D

It remains to relate the operad m to topological string theory. If we follow the proof
of [7] that the cohomology of a topological field theory //«(£, GQ~) is a Batalin-
Vilkovisky algebra, except that we substitute everywhere equi variant (co)homology
for ordinary (co)homology, we obtain a proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6. Let £ be the space of states of a two-dimensional topological field
theory, with equίvariant cohomology //*}(£). There is a natural structure of a
gravity algebra on H^(8).

The physical significance of this result is subtle, since in most interesting cases,
all but the lowest bracket vanish, and often even that one. However, we expect that
gravity algebras will we useful in the study of Zwiebach's string field theory.
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